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Abstract This paper presents the evaluation of the

geometry correction factor for calibration of Bonner

sphere spectrometer (BSS) equipped with the 3He counter

(typical SP9), based on Monte Carlo simulation. Using the

MCNP4C code, geometry factors and effectiveness

parameters (d) of a 800 polyethylene sphere (r = 10.16 cm)

were calculated for 10 different energies and 3 various

distances between the source and center of the sphere. The

obtained results showed that the geometry factor increases

with the distance, and the effectiveness parameter is

independent of distance. Finally, for 200, 300, 500, 800 and 1200

spheres exposed to four different radio-isotopic neutron

sources with various energy spectrums, the effectiveness

parameters were determined, which it is worthy to consider

d : d(r, E).
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Introduction

Various systems have been developed for neutron spec-

trometry; the most commonly used are based on threshold

detectors (activation or fission), 3He proportional counters,

LiI scintillators with 6Li, proton recoil detectors, and the

time-of-flight method [1].

Among many types of neutron spectrometers that have

been developed, the system known as the multi-sphere, or

more commonly, Bonner sphere spectrometer (BSS), has

been built and used by more laboratories all over the world

than any other type of spectrometer available [2, 3]. It

consists of a thermal detector, a set of moderator spheres

and associated electronics in the case of an active detector

like BF3, 3He or 6LiI(Eu) scintillator [4–8]. Several passive

systems have been built, e.g. those utilizing gold foils or

TLD pairs, too [9–11]. The BSS characterizes the neutron

field from thermal to GeV [12].

The device readout depends upon the experimental

features, such as, the energy spectrum and emission rate of

the neutron source, the source encapsulation, the source-to-

detector distance, and the size and layout of the irradiation

area. Determination of the effect of these factors is spe-

cially important for facilities performing instrument cali-

brations to high precision and accuracy.

For a point-like detector and isotropic point-like source

in an empty space, the product Ml2 is a constant, where M

is the dead-time corrected count rate of the detector,

induced by the source at a separation distance l. This

product is sometimes called the characteristic constant for

the particular source-detector combination. A general

functional relationship to the detector reading in open

geometry, M(l), at a separation distance between the neu-

tron source and center of BSS, l, is given by the following

equation:

MðlÞ ¼ RU
Q

4pl2
FðhÞFsðlÞF1ðlÞ ð1Þ

where RU is the fluence response of the instrument; Q is the

absolute emission rate of neutron source (i.e. emission rate
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into 4p sr); F(h) is the anisotropy factor for emission of

source (influenced by the encapsulation and source type);

Fs(l) is the total air and room scattering correction factor;

and F1(l) is the geometry correction factor (influenced by

the source-detector distance, the source size and the

detector size) that represents the departure from inverse

square law [13, 14].

In order to calibrate a spherical device, all of the above

factors need to be taken into consideration, and the result

should be a value for the detector response that is inde-

pendent of the experimental conditions.

While the detector is brought closer to the neutron

source, the readings exceed those expected based on the

inverse square law. The over-read increases to a maximum

when the detector and the neutron source are in contact.

For a BSS and a point-like isotropic neutron source,

Axton showed, through geometrical analysis of the system,

that the response of the instrument in the center of sphere is

increased by a factor of approximately (1 ? r2/4l2) above

that expected according to the inverse square law, where r

is the radius of the sphere, and l is the distance between the

geometric centers of the source and detector [15]. The term

r2/4l2 is the additional fractional number of neutrons

entering the thermal counter. In the above analysis assumes

that a point counter is placed in the center of sphere,

although in practice, the thermal counters have size and

volume. Axton suggested that it would be more realistic to

fit data to (1 ? dr2/4l2), where the parameter d attempts to

account for the relative effectiveness of these extra neu-

trons in producing a response in the detector. Axton rea-

soned that d is probably energy dependent, but independent

of r/l and should have a value between 0 and 1. Then,

Harrison extended it to the first three terms, and demon-

strated, using the Monte Carlo method, that these conclu-

sions are substantially correct, even for instruments with a

relatively large counter, such as 3He spherical counter

having a diameter of 3.2 cm, at the center to detect the

thermal neutrons [16]. The exact form of the geometry

correction for an isotropic source, that originally published

by Hunt [17], takes the form:

F1ðlÞ ¼ 1þ d
2l2

r2
1� 1� r2

l2

� �1=2
" #

� 1

( )
: ð2Þ

The response of BSS as an ideal device, for radiation

protection is defined by the ICRP [18] in terms of plane-

parallel beams of neutrons. The geometry correction factor,

F1(l), can be quantified by dividing the measured response

of BSS under plane-parallel beam to the response of BSS

under divergent beam conditions. The plane-parallel beams

cannot be performed experimentally, except artificially

when the device is itself scanned across a narrow

collimated beam. Nowadays, with developed neutron

transport and to the well evaluated nuclear cross-sections,

determination of responses of any instrument under plane-

parallel and divergent beams can be done by using the

Monte Carlo method.

In this study, for a 8 in. (r = 10.16 cm) polyethylene

sphere equipped with a 3He proportional counter (typical

SP9), the geometry factor and effectiveness parameter (d)

were determined for 10 different neutron energies, by

Monte Carlo calculations using the computer code

MCNP4C with ENDF/B-VI-0 neutron cross-section library.

Also, the modeling of thermal neutron scattering due to

chemical binding and crystalline effects in the polyethylene

was considered with additional S(a, b) cross section tables

available in the cross section library used [19].

Fig. 1 Schematic of simulated

BSS equipped with 3He

undergoing irradiation by plane-

parallel and divergent neutron

sources

Fig. 2 Neutron spectra of 239Pu–Be, 241Am–Be, 252Cf and 241Am–Li

neutron sources [21]
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Furthermore, the simulation was carried out for four

radio-isotopic neutron sources that have different energy

spectra, i.e. 239Pu–Be, 241Am–Be, 252Cf and 241Am–Li

sources, to evaluate the geometry factors and effectiveness

parameters of 3He detector placed inside 2, 3, 5, 8 and

12-inch diameter moderating spheres composed of

polyethylene.

Materials and method

Since for the calibration through radionuclide neutron

sources, the source usually approximates to a point, so in

MCNP simulation for calculation of the response of BSS

under divergent beams, the source was defined as a point-

like neutron source. Also, in the case of plane-parallel

beams, the irradiation geometry was based on a disk source

with the same diameter of the sphere under study. Source-

term neutrons were parallel to the source-detector axis and

fully included the entire surface of the moderating sphere,

as is shown in Fig. 1.

At the first step, the calculation of responses to neutrons

was done for a highly sensitive 3He spherical proportional

counter with 3.2 cm diameter (typical SP9), placed in the

centre of a polyethylene sphere (by density of 0.96 g/cm3)

with an outer diameter of 8 inches.

The gas pressure in the counter model was 172 kPa

(1.697 atm) resulting in an atom density, at 293 K, of

4.2497 9 10-5 atom/barn.cm. The 3He counter wall is

made of Monel alloy with 0.3 mm-thick and 8.6 g/cm3

density whose weight fraction of element composition

is 64.86 % Ni, 30.24 % Cu, 2.44 % Fe, 1.95 % Mn, 0.49 %

Si and 0.02 % S [20]. In the model the counter wire was not

included.

The calculation of responses to neutrons was for mod-

erator–detector configuration, with mono-energetic neutron

beam of 10 different energies that were extended from

thermal to 18 MeV in energy. Discrete neutron energy

values were selected at logarithmic equidistant intervals

and at decade boundaries [6, 20].

The calculation of the response was accomplished by

selecting the tally F4 of MCNP4C, the (n, p) reaction being

Table 1 Calculated responses for 800 sphere in diverging and parallel beams, as point source was placed at 15 cm from the center of sphere

Neutron

energy

(MeV)

Response of

divergent

beam (cm2)

Error Response of

plane-parallel

(cm2)

Error F1(l) Error d Error

2.50E-08 1.3161E-01 2.3579E-04 1.1625E-01 1.5113E-04 1.1321 0.0035 0.8672 0.0230

3.16E-06 5.0504E-01 7.5755E-04 4.5125E-01 4.9638E-04 1.1192 0.0029 0.7826 0.0191

5.00E-04 8.0432E-01 1.0456E-03 7.1704E-01 6.4534E-04 1.1217 0.0025 0.7993 0.0162

2.00E-03 8.8272E-01 1.0593E - 03 7.8531E-01 7.0678E-04 1.1240 0.0024 0.8146 0.0155

2.40E-02 1.0689E?00 1.1758E-03 9.5131E-01 7.6105E-04 1.1236 0.0021 0.8115 0.0140

5.65E-01 2.3126E?00 1.8501E-03 2.0898E?00 1.4628E-03 1.1066 0.0017 0.7003 0.0109

1.20E?00 2.7578E?00 2.2062E-03 2.5059E?00 1.7541E-03 1.1005 0.0017 0.6600 0.0108

5.00E?00 2.1447E?00 1.9302E-03 1.9580E?00 1.3706E-03 1.0953 0.0018 0.6258 0.0115

1.20E?01 1.1681E?00 1.4018E-03 1.0668E?00 8.5341E-04 1.0950 0.0022 0.6240 0.0144

1.80E?01 8.6019E-01 1.2043E-03 7.8683E-01 7.8683E-04 1.0932 0.0026 0.6122 0.0172

Table 2 Calculated responses for 800 sphere in diverging and parallel beams, as point source was placed at 20 cm from the center of sphere

Neutron energy

(MeV)

Response of

divergent

beam (cm2)

Error Response of

plane-parallel

(cm2)

Error F1(l) Error d Error

2.50E-08 1.2354E-01 1.3002E-04 1.1625E-01 1.5113E-04 1.0627 0.0025 0.8413 0.0339

3.16E-06 4.7697E-01 4.2295E-04 4.5125E-01 4.9638E-04 1.0570 0.0021 0.7653 0.0277

5.00E-04 7.6112E-01 7.4903E-04 7.1704E-01 6.4534E-04 1.0615 0.0020 0.8256 0.0271

2.00E-03 8.3385E-01 7.4164E-04 7.8531E-01 7.0678E-04 1.0618 0.0019 0.8295 0.0256

2.40E-02 1.0089E?00 1.0004E-03 9.5131E-01 7.6105E-04 1.0605 0.0019 0.8121 0.0249

5.65E-01 2.2030E?00 2.2195E-03 2.0898E?00 1.4628E-03 1.0542 0.0018 0.7283 0.0246

1.20E?00 2.6340E?00 2.1657E-03 2.5059E?00 1.7541E-03 1.0511 0.0016 0.6861 0.0221

5.00E?00 2.0493E?00 1.1110E-03 1.9580E?00 1.3706E-03 1.0466 0.0013 0.6255 0.0169

1.20E?01 1.1173E?00 1.0263E-03 1.0668E?00 8.5341E-04 1.0474 0.0018 0.6367 0.0245

1.80E?01 8.2154E-01 9.8819E-04 7.8683E-01 7.8683E-04 1.0441 0.0023 0.5922 0.0307
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considered, associated to a card multiplier (FMn card) that

for responses under divergent beams contains the volume

of the detector, the atom density (atom/barn.cm) of 3He,

and the area of a sphere with radius equal to distance

between the source and the center of BSS (l); and for plane-

parallel beams, this card multiplier contains the volume of

the detector, atom density counter, and the area of the disk

source. The final output of MCNP calculation was in terms

of cm2. These calculations were performed for three dif-

ferent distances between the point mono-energetic neutron

source and the center of BSS (l), i.e. 15, 20 and 25 cm.

Finally, for some radio-isotopic neutron sources such as
239Pu–Be with a mean energy about 5.40 MeV, 241Am–Be

with a mean energy about 4.46 MeV, 252Cf with a mean

energy about 2.54 MeV, and 241Am–Li with a mean energy

about 0.56 MeV, the divergent and plane-parallel beams

responses of the BSS with diameters of 200, 300, 500, 800 and

1200 that surrounds the 3He counter (typical SP9) were

calculated. The neutron spectrum of these radionuclide

neutron sources are shown in Fig. 2 [21]. For determination

of all responses, the calculations were performed up to

appropriate histories, which provide a reasonable statistical

error.

Results and discussion

The responses of a 8 inches (r = 10.16 cm) polyethylene

sphere equipped with a 3He proportional counters under-

going irradiation by plane-parallel and divergent neutron

sources were calculated for 10 various energies from

2.5 9 10-8 to 18 MeV. For divergent beams, the point

neutron sources were placed at three different distances

from the center of sphere, i.e., 15, 20 and 25 cm.

Tables 1, 2 and 3 present the numerical values associ-

ated with statistical errors for the plane-parallel and

divergent beams. The effect of irradiation geometry, F1(l),

was obtained simply by determining the ratio of divergent

to the plane-parallel beam response. Also, by putting the

values of r and l in Eq. 2 and using the geometry factor

acquired from the Monte Carlo calculations can achieve to

the effectiveness parameter (d).

From comparison of the results of Tables 1, 2 and 3 is

obvious that geometry factor for each energy decreases

with increasing distance (l).

The effectiveness parameters with error bar are plotted

in Fig. 3 as a function of neutron energy for three different

distances obtained from the calculations.

As it can be seen, the effectiveness parameters for a 800

sphere are functions of the neutron energy and approxi-

mately independent of the distance (l). A little difference

for various distances at each energy value may be due to

the statistical uncertainty in Monte Carlo calculation. In

this figure the effectiveness parameters vary from about

Table 3 Calculated responses for 800 sphere in diverging and parallel beams, as point source was placed at 25 cm from the center of sphere

Neutron

energy

(MeV)

Response of

divergent beam

(cm2)

Error Response of

plane-parallel

(cm2)

Error F1(l) Error d Error

2.50E-08 1.2061E-01 6.4078E-05 1.1625E-01 1.5113E-04 1.0375 0.0019 0.8313 0.0421

3.16E-06 4.6662E-01 2.0869E-04 4.5125E-01 4.9638E-04 1.0341 0.0016 0.7553 0.0345

5.00E-04 7.4342E-01 6.2158E-04 7.1704E-01 6.4534E-04 1.0368 0.0018 0.8156 0.0391

2.00E-03 8.1516E-01 6.0140E-04 7.8531E-01 7.0678E-04 1.0380 0.0017 0.8430 0.0382

2.40E-02 9.8726E-01 8.2740E-04 9.5131E-01 7.6105E-04 1.0378 0.0017 0.8378 0.0367

5.65E-01 2.1598E?00 1.6229E-03 2.0898E?00 1.4628E-03 1.0335 0.0015 0.7435 0.0341

1.20E?00 2.5848E?00 1.6989E-03 2.5059E?00 1.7541E-03 1.0315 0.0014 0.6984 0.0311

5.00E?00 2.0122E?00 1.5284E-03 1.9580E?00 1.3706E-03 1.0277 0.0015 0.6138 0.0331

1.20E?01 1.0982E?00 8.2824E-04 1.0668E?00 8.5341E-04 1.0295 0.0016 0.6535 0.0360

1.80E?01 8.0755E-01 6.0879E-04 7.8683E-01 7.8683E-04 1.0263 0.0018 0.5838 0.0398

Fig. 3 Calculated effectiveness parameters versus the neutron energy

for various l
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0.58 to 0.87. The obtained results properly confirm the

arguments presented by Axton [15].

Among different neutron fields, the radionuclide neutron

sources are the most important in the calibration of BSS.

Therefore the d for such sources will be different because the

effectiveness parameter depends upon the neutron energy. Each

radionuclide neutron source has their own energy spectrum that

their mean energy is about from few tenths to few MeV.

Table 4 Numerical values of the responses of the BSS with 3He exposed to divergent and parallel beams of 239Pu–Be source associated with

calculated geometry factors

Sphere

diameter

Response of

divergent beam

(cm2)

Error Response of

plane-parallel

(cm2)

Error F1(l) Error d Error

2 in. 7.0931E-03 2.5868E-05 6.7011E-03 8.7114E-06 1.0585 0.0052 0.7854 0.0625

3 in. 1.6652E-01 1.9982E-04 1.4312E-01 7.1560E-05 1.1635 0.0020 0.7644 0.0092

5 in. 1.1203E?00 1.0083E-03 1.0261E?00 3.0783E-04 1.0918 0.0013 0.7153 0.0102

8 in. 2.1579E?00 1.9421E-03 1.9592E?00 9.7960E-04 1.1014 0.0015 0.6660 0.0101

12 in. 1.8413E?00 2.2096E-03 1.6523E?00 1.8175E-03 1.1144 0.0026 0.5348 0.0120

Table 5 Numerical values of the responses of the BSS with 3He exposed to divergent and parallel beams of 241Am–Be source associated with

calculated geometry factors

Sphere

diameter

Response of

divergent beam

(cm2)

Error Response of

plane-parallel

(cm2)

Error F1(l) Error d Error

2 in. 4.5324E-03 1.5043E-05 4.2574E-03 6.8118E-06 1.0646 0.0052 0.8672 0.0703

3 in. 1.1827E-01 1.6558E-04 1.0185E-01 6.1110E-05 1.1612 0.0023 0.7537 0.0109

5 in. 9.1266E-01 9.1266E-04 8.3687E-01 2.5106E-04 1.0906 0.0014 0.7056 0.0110

8 in. 1.9999E?00 1.7999E-03 1.8245E?00 7.2980E-04 1.0961 0.0014 0.6313 0.0094

12 in. 1.9531E?00 2.3437E-03 1.7492E?00 1.2244E-03 1.1166 0.0021 0.5450 0.0099

Table 6 Numerical values of the responses of the BSS with 3He exposed to divergent and parallel beams of 252Cf source associated with

calculated geometry factors

Sphere

diameter

Response of

ivergent beam

(cm2)

Error Response of

plane-parallel

(cm2)

Error F1(l) Error d Error

2 in. 1.9975E-02 5.9925E-05 1.8750E-02 1.5000E-05 1.0653 0.0040 0.8771 0.0544

3 in. 3.6006E-01 2.8805E-04 3.0909E-01 9.2727E-05 1.1649 0.0013 0.7709 0.0060

5 in. 1.7646E?00 1.2352E-03 1.6127E?00 4.8381E-04 1.0942 0.0011 0.7339 0.0085

8 in. 2.4494E?00 1.9595E-03 2.2259E?00 1.3355E-03 1.1004 0.0015 0.6593 0.0101

12 in. 1.4525E?00 2.0335E-03 1.2992E?00 1.8189E-03 1.1180 0.0031 0.5516 0.0146

Table 7 Numerical values of the responses of the BSS with 3He exposed to divergent and parallel beams of 241Am–Li source associated with

calculated geometry factors

Sphere

diameter

Response of

divergent beam

(cm2)

Error Response of

plane-parallel

(cm2)

Error F1(l) Error d Error

2 in. 6.8879E-02 1.1021E-04 6.4417E-02 2.5767E-05 1.0693 0.0021 0.9300 0.0287

3 in. 8.3563E-01 4.1782E-04 7.1484E-01 1.4297E-04 1.1690 0.0008 0.7900 0.0038

5 in. 2.5049E?00 1.5029E-03 2.2808E?00 6.8424E-04 1.0983 0.0010 0.7656 0.0077

8 in. 1.9655E?00 1.7690E-03 1.7741E?00 1.0645E-03 1.1079 0.0017 0.7084 0.0109

12 in. 5.5976E-01 1.1755E-03 4.9402E-01 8.8924E-04 1.1331 0.0044 0.6221 0.0207
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In this work, the effect of the irradiation geometry was

calculated for 200, 300, 500, 800 and 1200 polyethylene spheres

exposed to 239Pu–Be, 241Am–Be, 252Cf and 241Am–Li

neutron sources with different mean energies. These neu-

tron sources and sphere diameters were chosen to represent

adequately all neutron energies and all sphere sizes.

Since, the effectiveness parameter was independent of l,

so to minimize the statistical error in the calculation of

diverging beam, distance of point source to center of the

sphere was considered 5, 5, 10, 15 and 20 cm for 200, 300, 500,
800 and 1200 spheres, respectively.

The computational values associated with statistical

errors for different spheres undergoing irradiation by the

plane-parallel and divergent beams of 239Pu–Be, 241Am–

Be, 252Cf and 241Am–Li neutron sources and geometry

factors of each condition are listed in Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7,

respectively.

It can be seen that effectiveness parameters, d, for each

set of sphere size and neutron source is different. There-

fore, it is worthy to consider d : d(r, E). For all sources,

effectiveness parameter decreases with increasing the

diameter of sphere. The maximum and minimum values of

d are for 200 sphere exposed to 241Am–Li and 1200 sphere

exposed to 239Pu–Be neutron source, respectively.

Conclusions

The BSS is widely used for radiation protection purposes,

during its calibration several correction factors need to be

determined. One of them is the geometry correction factor

which is related to the non-uniform illumination of the

spectrometer at short distances giving rise to serious

departures from the inverse square law. Since, experi-

mental measurement of this factor is associated with some

technical problems, so the Monte Carlo calculation can be

a suitable method to obtain it. Then, the geometry factor of

BSS with 3He counter was evaluated based on MCNP

modeling.

It is concluded from the comparison of the results of

calculation by MCNP4C for the 800 polyethylene sphere

that the geometry factor increases with decreasing the

distance of neutron source and center of sphere, and has a

greater impact on the instrument calibration. The effec-

tiveness parameter, d, obtained by simulations, as Axton

had already argued, was dependent of energy and inde-

pendent of r/l. Therefore, this parameter was calculated for

several sources with different spectra that can be used in

calibration of BSS. The d was different for any set of

sphere diameter and neutron source, and had a value

between 0 and 1; then it can be considered equivalent with

d(r, E). The average value of d for all spheres was

0.6932 ± 0.0208, 0.7006 ± 0.0223, 0.7186 ± 0.0187 and

0.7632 ± 0.0144 for 239Pu–Be, 241Am–Be, 252Cf and
241Am–Li neutron sources, respectively. These values are

approximately close to the suggested value by Axton [15],

i.e. to a value of 2/3 for all sphere sizes and energies.

This Monte Carlo study can be generalized to obtain the

values of geometry correction factor and the effectiveness

parameter of BSS with another thermal neutron detectors

and different neutron sources.
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